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Students
head north
for storm
relief efforts

Campus,
city escape
worst of
superstorm

by cydney hargis
Hatchet Reporter

by GW hatchet staff
While Superstorm Sandy ravaged entire cities along the East
Coast, Foggy Bottom and the D.C.
area remained largely unscathed.
The only lasting effects of the
70 mph winds were a few toppled news stands and broken tree
branches. Pumpkins and flower
pots still stood on townhouse
porches Tuesday morning amid
light drizzles and mild gusts. Rain
left the biggest impact, soaking
University Yard and causing leaks
in nearly a dozen residence halls.
Students reported that water
seeped into halls through ceilings, windows, emergency doors,
elevator shafts and electrical outlets during the steady rainfall and
heavy winds Monday.
Alicia Knight, senior associate
vice president for operations, declined to say which residence halls
underwent repairs for water damage or the number of water-related
FIXit requests GW fielded and responded to during the storm. But
students posted pictures of the
leaks in their halls to Twitter and
Facebook, often showing trash
bins and red cups collecting water,
and pools of water on the floors.
“There was no significant
storm-related damage on GW’s
campuses, with the majority of
incidents minor in nature – often
related to window leaks, minor
water pooling in stairwells near
exterior entrances and ceiling leakage related to gutter overflow,”
Knight said in an email.
She added that elevator shafts,
designed to allow air ventilation,
are prone to water leaks with heavy
rains, but any issues in elevators
were “quickly addressed.”
About 120 campus mainte-
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Senior Izzy Parilis was glued to her
Twitter feed and local news stations Monday, bracing for Hurricane Sandy to leave
her D.C. backyard in shambles.
But as the winds died down, she
quickly realized that the area’s northern
neighbors would take the storm’s toughest blow and began to coordinate a trip up
the East Coast to aid recovery efforts.
Dozens of students from the community service fraternity Alpha Phi
Omega will drive to New York and New
Jersey – two of the University’s largest
feeder states – next week to clear away
debris in communities battered by the
storm. Some estimates pegged property
damages at $20 billion.
“My immediate reaction was to look
at the District and see what’s going on
around here. But the greatest need is in
New York and New Jersey,” Parilis said.
“One of the biggest things people don’t
understand is trash doesn’t move itself.”
Parilis, the organization’s president
and a New Jersey native, said she felt "responsible" to help pitch in. She added that
since a large percent of students hail from
the tri-state area, students will be even
jordan emont, ashley lucas and margaret rajic | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHERs more likely to get involved in the relief
Heavy rain and strong winds swept through the District Monday as post-tropical cyclone Sandy traveled through the East
efforts. Her home lost power during the
Coast, damaging thousands of homes in New Jersey, New York and Connecticut, but leaving the District virtually unscathed.
storm, but did not suffer major damages.
Many of the members, including
nance workers were on call round- ing work sites is now remov- before nightfall. The Metro also
Parilis, have also participated in cleanup
the-clock and took shelter in the ing standing water at “several” restored service Tuesday afterwork after natural disasters like HurriSupport Building. Crews cleared of the construction pits around noon, while transportation syscane Katrina. The students in the group
brush – including a tree by the Foggy Bottom. With minimal im- tems up the East Coast, most nooften volunteer as part of the University’s
Metro reported to be the only felled pact to the sites, workers contin- tably the New York City subway,
Freshman Day of Service and Martin Lutree in Foggy Bottom – as soon as ued construction Wednesday.
will likely remain closed for the
ther King, Jr. Day of Service, and also go
the skies cleared Monday, leaving
The Vern Express, which rest of the week.
on alternative break trips.
few branches on the ground by the stopped service Monday night
The city was eerily quiet both
Junior and APO member Alex Imtime students woke up.
after about 7 p.m., resumed Tues- Monday and Tuesday as the East
mekus said he is planning a trip to Ocean
Knight added that the Uni- day morning but shut down again Coast shut down, leaving the fedCity, Md. Saturday, which saw much of its
versity prepared extensively Tuesday night around midnight. eral government closed for two
beloved pier and neighborhood obliteratfor the storm, working with Residents of the Mount Vernon days – half the time of the twoed by heavy flooding and intense winds.
construction crews to minimize Campus lost power for several day shutdown following the 210
He expects 10 to 30 students from APO
damage to signs, fencing and hours Monday, but students reSee STORM: Page 3
See RELIEF: Page 3
materials. The biggest issue fac- ported that electricity returned

Student-run
mental health
clinic sees
room to grow
by SARAH FERRIS
Senior News Editor
Tucked in a parking lot along
20th Street, a student-run clinic, visible only by a small blue awning
bearing its name, has quietly pulled
in patients for 15 years.
But this fall, director of the Professional Psychology Program, James
Hansell, said it has seen a 10 percent
uptick in appointments, coinciding
with escalating demand at nearby
private practices and GW’s two main
health centers, neither of which serve
patients long term.
Patients have scheduled about 800
appointments with the graduate student-run clinic this month, 50 percent
of which were students.
“We’re not sure about why this has
increased, but possibly because of our
greater visibility on campus,” Hansell,
who started at GW this January, said.
He added that with new leadership,
intensified outreach around GW and
Foggy Bottom and a fresh crop of students, Hansell says the clinic and the
program are on an upswing.
Driving the increase, postdoctoral
student Andrew Moon said, is the student-run center’s new ties with campus offices like Student Health Service
and the University Counseling Center
to increase referrals for students needing long-term help. The 30-student
program is housed in the Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences.
Both GW facilities have seen more
appointments this fall, with SHS reporting a 40 percent increase over the
last year. Senior Associate Dean Mark
Levine, who oversees wellness issues,
said earlier this year that the increase
is pushed by a greater number of students who come to college already diagnosed with mental illness.
Several students have reported
wait times of more than a month at the
University counseling arms, though
GW has been bulking up its staffing
See CLINIC: Page 3

Becky crowder | senior staff PHotographer

The cast of 'Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street' gathers in Mrs. Lovett's pie shop. The show, put on by the theater and dance departments, premiers Thursday.

MUSICAL BAKeS HORROR INTO MEAT PIES
by lisa miller and margaret kahn
Hatchet Staff Writers
The real scares will come
the night after Halloween, when
the demon barber of Fleet Street
comes to campus.
Starting Thursday night, a
Marvin Center stage will transform into a bloodthirsty barber's
shop for "Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street" – a
musical teeming with gore, angst
and cannibalism.
Popularized by a 2007 Tim
Burton film adaptation featuring Johnny Depp, the musical
features Sweeney Todd, who
lures his London neighbors into
his barbershop and slashes their
throats. His accomplice, Mrs.
Lovett, a pie maker, bakes the
bodies into pastry dough to hide
the evidence.
A 12-foot cube set in the middle of the Dorothy Betts Marvin
Theatre rotates automatically, simultaneously serving as the pie
shop, Mrs. Lovett’s parlor, the furnace area where the sinister pair
burns the bodies and the streets
of 19th century London. Sweeney
Todd's barber shop sits atop the
cube – looming menacingly above
the set and audience.
“He’s pervasive. He’s there all
the time,” director Muriel Von Villas,

a part-time faculty member in the
music department, said. “Sort of like
a puppeteer, watching from above
and manipulating everything.”
The show’s widespread fame
made it a strong choice for the
main stage, he said.
“It’s fun and gory, and there’s
a lot of good components to this,”
Von Villas said. “I wanted it to be
ugly and get uglier."
An intricate set, a large cast
and rehearsal time lost when
Hurricane Sandy shut down the

University added extra complexity to Sondheim’s challenging
score and subjects.
“There are safety hazards,"
Von Villas said. "There’s a lot of
stage combat. We’re dealing with
platforms. We’re dealing with a
12-foot cube with no railing on
top. We’ve got people coming out
of shoots."
The cast prepared with stage
combat rehearsals and practice stunts, but the automated
set comes with dangers that are

harder to control.
“The set is completely automated, and timing the scene shifts
with this automation is a nightmare,” Von Villas said. “There
are assets and liabilities to having
something so complicated.”
Starring as Sweeney Todd is Michael Noel, who said he has practiced ominous vocals – and getting
soaked in blood.
“I’ve got so much of it on my
hands at the end of every performance,” he said, adding that he
has mastered the art of making
his throat-slashing look theatrical yet realistic.
He built his take on Sweeney
Todd by watching past adaptations, including the Broadway
revival and the film. Noel said
his priority was to stay faithful to
Stephen Sondheim's text, which
showcases the author's mastery of
diction and rhymes.
Noel also said audience members only familiar with the film
may be surprised by the more
dynamic character he presents.
“With close ups and cameras,
there’s a little bit more opportunity on film. [Johnny Depp] did
it with an incredibly blank, shallow emotion, so he used a lot of
subtlety in his expressions. But
See SWEENEY TODD: Page 5
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Company bankrolls
online health degree
GW will launch its first online public
health master’s degree after collecting a multimillion dollar investment through a partnership with an education startup.
2U, an education startup co-founded by
alumnus Chip Paucek, has picked up about
$100 million in capital investments in its first
four years and is targeting one university
per degree area to lift above the competition as online graduate programs multiply
across the country.
It will funnel a chunk of that cash back into
the School of Public Health and Health Services’ online degree program, just like it has with
programs at schools like University of North
Carolina and Georgetown University.
The company has invested $10 million
up front in each of those programs, but the
amount GW will receive will depend on the
number of students recruited, said Stacey
DiLorenzo, the school’s executive director of
communications. The public health school is
targeting about 50 students for its first cohort,
which will start classes in May.
The degree, announced Tuesday with the
official name MPH@GW, will use interactive
videos and employ top public health school
faculty to allow students to take classes at
home with weekly video and chat sessions
with professors and their peers.
“Through the use of video and interactive
technologies, the MPH@GW degree will provide students with a much more robust educational experience, more like a ‘virtual campus’ than a series of online course offerings,”
DiLorenzo said.
Students will pay as much for that virtual
campus as they would for attending classes on
the physical campus, with tuition for the online
program equaling the offline fee of $56,160 for
45 credits. DiLorenzo said the program will
help students save money by allowing them
to earn a GW degree without moving to D.C.
or paying the city’s cost of living.
The school’s top faculty will teach the
program, maintaining a 10-to-1 student-tofaculty ratio.
Developing online graduate programs
also helps the University build up tuition
dollars by sliding under the city-regulated
enrollment cap, which limits the number of
students that may take classes on the Foggy
Bottom Campus.
The University has looked increasingly
toward online graduate programs and programs called hybrids that mix online and
classroom time. The GW School of Business
will launch four online programs with the
education company Pearson, which will
serve similar functions as 2U will with the
public health school.

—Will Emmons

Margaret Rajic | Hatchet photographer

Freshman Casey Armington braves the storm Sunday on G Street as winds pick up. The storm that shut down the city and University Monday and
Tuesday was predicted to have unprecedented impacts on the area, though the brunt of the storm struck New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
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video
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Student actors prepared for a bloody performance of the
acclaimed musical.

Check out dozens of storm photos taken around
campus and across D.C.

‘Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street’

november
Thursday
‘Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber
of Fleet Street’
Watch the opening night of the musical
featuring the demon barber of Fleet Street who
makes meat pies out of clients.
Dorothy Betts Marvin Theatre • 7:30 p.m.

Acoustic Africa

Hurricane Sandy

1

Soak in African rhythms with
performances by artists from Ivory
Coast and Cameroon with music that
merges African folk, Afro-pop and blues.
Lisner Auditorium • 8 p.m.

Friday

2

Sunday

4

Bluegrass Country Concert

Chinese Speech Contest

Hear classic banjo and fiddle tunes
from the Gibson Brothers and
The Del McCoury Band at a live
bluegrass show.
Lisner Auditorium • 8 p.m.

Listen to students show off their
language skills as they battle for
scholarships to top schools in China.
Marvin Center, Continental Ballroom
• 9:30 a.m.
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Judge approves collective action labor lawsuit
by Matthew kwiecinski
Metro News Editor
The University will face
a collective action lawsuit
from employees who claim
they were shortchanged,
a U.S. District Court judge
ruled last week.
David Driscoll, the former executive coordinator
in the Office of Teaching
and Learning, claims that
the University owes him
and others in similar positions overtime pay from
2011. The judge ruled that
employees in three positions within the University
may have been underpaid

CRIME LOG
Threats

10/21/12 – 12:45 to
1:45 p.m.
Location: Thurston hall
Case closed

A student reported being
verbally threatened by
his roommate’s father.

–Referred for
disciplinary action

Unlawful Entry

10/23/12 – 1:14 p.m.
Location: Academic
Center
Case closed

A female subject
unaffiliated with the
University was stopped
for loitering and drawing
on a bulletin board.

–Subject barred from
campus

Theft

10/18/12 – 3:09 a.m.
Location: Stuart Hall
Case closed

A GW staff member
reported that his laptop
was missing from his
office. The suspect
was identified through
a review of video
surveillance.

–Subject barred from
campus

Auto Theft

10/24/12 – Time
unknown
Location: 2100 block of
G Street
Case closed

A student reported to
the University Police
Department that his
vehicle was stolen
from where he parked
it on campus. The
Metropolitan Police
Department later
arrested two suspects
who had the vehicle in
Southeast D.C.

–Case closed by arrest

Harassment

10/24/12 – Multiple
times
Location: Online
Case closed

A faculty member
reported that a student
was harassing him
through emails.

–Referred for
disciplinary action

Drug Law
Violation

10/25/12 – 7:44 p.m.
Location: JBKO Hall
Case closed

UPD officers detected
smoke coming
from a room. GW
Housing Programs
staff conducted an
administrative search,
which yielded a pipe and
2.6 grams of marijuana.

–Referred for
disciplinary action

10/26/12 – 12:30 a.m.
Location: 21st and G
Streets
Case closed

While inspecting a
female student’s lost
property that was
turned into UPD, officers
discovered a fake ID and
a bag with marijuana
residue.

–Referred for
disciplinary action

Disorderly
Conduct

10/25/12 – 7:25 a.m.
Location: Medical
Faculty Associates
Building
Case closed

UPD officers responded
to the report of a
disorderly male patient
unaffiliated with the
University who was
acting impatiently. He
was escorted from the
building at the request of
the staff.

–No further action

–Compiled by Aaron
Goodtree

by the college and must be
notified about the opportunity to join the lawsuit.
The ruling stripped
down Driscoll's original
lawsuit, which would have
included employees in five
positions.
He claims that he received only 24 hours of
overtime pay for two years’
worth of earned overtime
hours, after GW conducted
a review of its policies. He
said other employees likely
faced the same fate.
Judge Ellen Huvelle
ruled Oct. 25 that the two
employees who were booted
from the collective action

"...the Judge made a reasonable decision
and we respect the decision."
michael sweeney
Attorney
Getman & Sweeney

were not eligible to join the
lawsuit, nor were employees
who worked at GW prior to
the review, Michael Sweeney,
Driscoll's attorney, said.
“The court has discre-

tion on how they do these
things, and the judge made
a reasonable decision and
we respect the decision,”
Sweeney said. “That’s why
we bring a class – because

we want to help as many
people as possible, but at
the end of the day, the court
has a decision to make.”
University
spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard
declined to comment on the
judge’s ruling and the process going forward, citing
a policy to not comment on
pending litigation. Sweeney
said the decision to exclude
both parties was based on
the University’s account
that those positions did not
earn overtime pay.
He added that he and
GW must both submit a
notice letter to the court
by Friday, at which point

a common letter will be
agreed upon.
Because the class is collective action, all individuals qualifying for the classes
would be notified and given 60
days to opt in. Sweeney said.
Collective action cases
typically include responses
from about 10 to 25 percent
of the class, unlike class action cases in which individuals that qualify are automatically added to the suit.
“We would like everybody to join,” Sweeney said.
“We think they’ve taken
advantage of everyone involved and everyone is due
additional back wages.” u

Medical school expands stress relief programs
by juliana tamayo
Hatchet Reporter
The medical school is expanding its health and wellness offerings this fall to help
students endure four taxing
years of academics and hospital rotations.
The School of Medicine
and Health Sciences added
workout gear like hula hoops
and dumbbells to its library
and began offering Zumba,
yoga and cooking classes to
de-stress students faced with
shrinking residency opportunities nationwide.
The wellness initiative
precludes the school’s community health committee, which
will meet for the first time this
week. The committee will look
for pathways to incorporate
physical, mental and spiritual
health into the medical school's
curriculum, including potential
courses that could be added in
time for the school’s broader
curriculum overhaul next year.
But yanking students
away from studying slides and
lab notes to take time for themselves is a challenge, Christina
Puchalski, director of the GW
Institute for Spirituality and
Health, said.
About 50 students so far
have participated in classes or
sessions in exercise or health
offered by the Himmelfarb
Health Sciences Library, the library reported.
“If you’re a student and you
have to pass a certain number
of exams, that will take priority over taking care of yourself.
Unless you can see that taking
care of yourself will help you
overall,” Puchalski, who sits
on the committee, said.
Alexandra Gomes, associate director of the library, said
the library has for years seen
pressure mounting for students,
particularly around exams.
“Students set up camp in
the library as we get closer to
the end of the semester and
the exams, and you can see the
pressure build up in the students,” Gomes said.
The administration is

STORM
from p. 1
Snowpocalypse.
Campus
buildings – except for dining
halls – closed for most of the
storm, and Halloweekend
festivities were largely confined to apartments and residence halls.
Several businesses in the
area closed their doors early
on Monday, fearing the menacing forecasts weather officials predicted. Convenience

RELIEF
from p. 1
and alternative breaks to attend. The group will travel in
three cars, leaving at 7 a.m.
and returning that night.
"Watching all the images
of the floods has really affected me and it reminded me of
the images of Katrina," Im-

CLINIC
from p. 1
at the UCC. The University also put aside $40,000
to make up lost revenue at
the UCC this fall so it could
continue offering six free sessions to all students.
The UCC brought on a new
director last month, Silvio Weisner, who said he plans to move
forward with the University’s
first committee to include representatives from all campus
mental health offices to up communication and referrals.
Moon,
who
oversees
graduate students' work with
patients, said the campus buzz
about mental health has attracted more attention to the
center, which charges students
based on what they can afford
and pledges never to turn away

jordan emont | photo editor

Medical student Rosa Liu, instructor Linda Lang and student Yonit Lax stretch in a lecture hall. The medical students helped start a
yoga initiative to encourage more relaxation and an expansion of health-focused programs.

also spending more on health
and wellness. Linda Lang, an
instructor, has taught yoga
classes for two years and said
this is the first year she is a
paid staff member.
Last year was the first time
the yoga course was offered as a
1.5-credit elective that included
nearly three dozen students.
“What people seem to
enjoy most is being in a place
with other students to talk
about what stress is really like
and how it’s weighing on their
time,” Lang said.
Third-year medical student
Rosa Liu said medical school
could at times be “a toxic environment” and that first- and
second-year students in particular need a mental break from
stressing over slides and notes.
“A lot of people feel com-

petition within themselves
and are pushing themselves
to do better. Yoga can bring
that down a little bit and
say it’s okay to accept yourselves,” she said.
The efforts are a quick-fix
on a nationwide epidemic at
medical schools: rising stress
levels and burnout rates. Onethird of medical students said
their life-work balance was out
of whack and 15 percent said
their lives were “somewhat
bad” or “as bad as it can be,”
according to a study last year
in the Journal of the American
Medical Association.
The outlook for residencies
could still get worse. A report
last week by the Association
of American Medical Colleges
stoked fears that a cap on the
number of federally funded

residencies would limit the next
generation of students looking
for medical training, creating
even more competition.
Over the last five years,
about 92 to 98 percent of GW’s
medical students have been
placed into residencies – the
stage after medical school
during which aspiring doctors
work for three to seven years
in hospitals or medical centers. That rate is slightly better
than how students have fared
nationally, but their chances
will likely grow slimmer over
the next decade because of the
federal cap. It would grow
even more competitive for the
majority of GW students who
opt for specialized, competitive fields like radiology or
anesthesiology, which draw
higher salaries.

W. Scott Schroth, associate dean for administration,
said while the school has had
success in placing graduates
into top residencies and that
hospitals likely will step in to
bolster funding, it “doesn’t
mean we’re feeling comfortable about this.”
“There’s still great concern
amongst us that this may present a problem for our graduates,” he said.
To boost career services, the
school has added required individual advising, workshops
and alumni interactions and
“beefed up” programming for
specialty student groups, he
said. It will launch a new website for the specialty advising
program this week.
–Cory Weinberg
contributed to this report.

and grocery stores in D.C. ran
out of flashlights, batteries,
bottled water and some nonperishable goods as people
stockpiled in preparation.
About 100,000 District
residents were without power Tuesday, significantly less
than during the last major
storm to hit the D.C. area,
Hurricane Irene.
Irene, which meteorologists called minor compared
to Sandy, also largely missed
GW. The hurricane on Aug.
27, 2011 knocked a tree
onto Gelman Library and

cancelled several University functions, but caused
no long lasting damages.
Bob Hainey, public relations manager for Pepco,
said Tuesday’s outages were
scattered around the city
due to intense winds, rain
and fallen trees.
Hainey said 90 percent
of power was restored by
Tuesday evening and 95 percent by Wednesday morning, expecting a complete
restoration by Wednesday
evening. He added that Pepco would donate $10,000 to

the Red Cross’ relief efforts
around the District.
The D.C. area’s sole power
company faced backlash over
a June 29 storm that knocked
out power for more than 1
million people amid a 100plus degree heat wave. Thousands of homes lost electricity
for more than a week.
The main hub of activity
on day two of GW’s shutdown was the American Red
Cross’ national headquarters
on E Street, where employees rushed to respond to the
storm that clobbered New

York, New Jersey and Connecticut Monday with emergency blood drives.
Storm waters ultimately
did not breach the Georgetown waterfront shores,
sparing businesses along
the Potomac River from a reprise of the disastrous April
2011 floods that kept many
restaurants closed August.
The waterfront secured its
floodgates Sunday.
–Julie Alderman, Chloe
Sorvino, Matthew Kwiecinski,
Cory Weinberg and Sarah Ferris
contributed to this report

mekus, who has volunteered
multiple times in New Orleans, said. "That really resonated with me, and I wanted
to help."
He said the team is not
sure if there will be a system
in place for volunteers just
days after the storm came
ashore, but that students
would pick up debris and
clear roads where it would
safe.

The group also organized
a blood drive Wednesday
through the American Red
Cross Donation Center located at 2025 E St., Emma Yackso, a senior in APO, said.
“They really, really need
blood,” Yackso said. “Why
wouldn’t you take an hour
out of your day and give
blood? It saves a life.”
Yackso said 15 APO
members are expected to do-

nate within the next week.
Five already donated.
Steve Mavica, communications manager for the Red
Cross, said most of the blood
donations in the next few
weeks will stay in the greater
Chesapeake and Potomac
region due to such high demand.
“Typically, we do not collect enough blood in the region to fulfill the demand,”

Mavica said. “With the loss
we’ve had in the region itself, the inventory will be
even more stressed.”
If pressed, the D.C.
branch may also send blood
to highly affected areas such
as New Jersey and New
York, Mavica said. So far, the
storm’s death toll in the U.S.
has reached more than 50.
–Cory Weinberg
contributed to this report.

someone who cannot pay.
“This program isn’t new
by any means, but I think
word has finally spread that
we’re an option,” Moon said,
adding that word of mouth
and outreach to community
partners has been key. “We
feel like our name is out there
a little more, so we’re seeing
an increase, which we appreciate and we need.”
The influx of patients at
the Professional Psychology
Program has prompted staff to
reexamine its program offerings, which include individual
counseling, couples therapy,
psychological testing and
group support.
The center offers group
programs on topics like interpersonal skills and bereavement, and it recently added
a transgender group and a
women’s group – though both
of the newer offerings have just

a few members each.
Now, with increased demand and eager incoming
students, staff say time is ripe
for the program to expand its
lineup. Moon said graduate students in the program
come to him almost daily
with new ideas like groups
for parents, older adults and
student-athletes.
A majority of groups are
still stuck – “ready to go, just
waiting for clients to come
in,” with just one or two people expressing interest so far,
Moon said.
One of his main focuses
this fall is creating a new group
focusing on gay, lesbian and
bisexual issues. With the help
of graduate student Melissa
Hoffman, Moon is looking to
grow interest around the University and community. He has
reached out to the University’s
Office of Diversity and Inclu-

sion and the LGBT Resource
Center to gauge and ultimately
fuel interest in the group.
He said he is helping to
create this specific support
group because people who are
gay, lesbian or bisexual may
have different experiences and
struggles that straight people
have difficulty relating to.
“Straight people don’t usually have that coming-out process. Their lives aren’t usually
as politicized. There are a lot of
things that separate this group
specifically,” Moon said.
But the future of the group
programs depends on the rush
of new clients this fall, and
whether they want to seek out
this second form of treatment.
Moon said he is optimistic that new clients this fall
will translate to referrals for
groups in the next few weeks
as students pick out which
groups their clients may be

suited for. He said by now,
in-house clinicians will have
“had time to get to know the
needs of their clients.”
Hoffman and Moon said
group programs are becoming a national trend, serving
as an efficient way to treat
more patients at the same
time. The program has a waitlist of about four weeks for individual appointments.
Being in a group, Hoffman
said, is like creating a laboratory environment for clients to
build confidence while testing
out techniques.
The student program has
grown more competitive academically, with a 15 percent
rise in average GRE scores and
13 percent in GPA since the
program started. Last fall, it received more than 400 applications to join and ultimately offered positions in the program
to about 35 students. u
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"One of the biggest things people don't understand is trash doesn't move itself."
–Isabel Parilis, president of the community service fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, on
getting involved in east coast cleanup after Hurricane Sandy.
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Venturing outside in Hurricane Sandy

Staff Editorial

by John Hayward

Hatchet endorses
ANC incumbent
Election day is finally upon us. While others are
worrying about the presidential race, there is also an
election taking place in the Foggy Bottom neighborhood for the Advisory Neighborhood Commission.
The Foggy Bottom and West End Advisory
Neighborhood Commission is the most local governing body for the area, serving as a liason to city agencies on mostly quality-of-life, development and safety
issues, including construction, noise, traffic and liquor
laws. It’s a way to ensure that neighborhood residents'
interests are heard and taken into account. And as
students, we make up a core component of the Foggy
Bottom neighborhood.
These races tend to go largely unnoticed by students. But this year, four undergraduates are vying
to become local representatives, some running unopposed or as write-in candidates.
In one race that has caught the community's attention, junior Patrick Kennedy is running to unseat
incumbent David Lehrman to represent a district covering 23rd and 17th Street to F Street and Constitution
Avenue, which includes a swath of campus.
Both candidates – one an undergraduate who
has for years sought to increase student participation
in city politics, and one a decade-long local servant –
bring impressive experience, enthusiasm and knowledge to the table.
Lehrman has proven his dedication to the community, and The Hatchet's editorial board endorses
the 65-year-old for a sixth term to continue guiding
Foggy Bottom.
Over his tenure, Lehrman has seen the neighborhood grow. He has also served as a moderate on a local group that has seen bitterness and contention in
its relationship with the University, and that voice of
balance and hindsight would continue to be an asset
to the commission.
We are encouraged to see students engage in local
matters and express an interest in the ANC and its affairs. Kennedy was a founding member of GW's chapter of DC Students Speak, which sought to engage
more college students in D.C. affairs. But he does not
have the experience it takes to advocate for student
interests while still representing permanent residents,
and we are concerned he does not fully understand
the function of the ANC in relation to the University.
Kennedy expressed a desire to push back on University construction projects that do not directly create
student-focused spaces, calling for sites that would
build a sense of community. This is a noble goal.
But the ANC is not the correct avenue for lobbying on internal University and student concerns. The
Student Association, on which Kennedy also serves
as the vice president of community affairs, is a better
soapbox from which he can push student initiatives.
Although Kennedy is involved on campus, Lehrman is not an unfamiliar face.
He has audited numerous classes in the English
department and can often be seen studying on the
sixth floor of Gelman Library or in the adjacent Starbucks. And when it comes to construction projects
on campus like The Avenue, and the upcoming office
and retail space along Pennsylvania Avenue at Square
75A, he has openly voiced his support. These sites
have been instrumental in creating more community
and foot traffic through Foggy Bottom as well as a
steady flow of revenue into the University’s pocket.
Even when other commissioners opposed the construction, Lehrman remained a source of support for
the University’s expansion.
Another student, sophomore Peter Sacco, is running a write-in campaign for a seat on the commission
as well. Sacco expressed his enthusiasm for community service, identifying homelessness as something
he hopes to combat if he wins a position.
He holds a pragmatic view about the sometimes
contentious relationship between GW students and
the local community, admitting that while he plans to
advocate for students – who make up the vast majority of his district – he would approach conflicts on the
commission with a level head.
Although Sacco has only attended one ANC meeting this semester due to his class schedule – leaving us
to question whether he is well-versed in ANC procedures – he has passion that would be an asset to both
the commission and the neighborhood.
Another student candidate, junior Jackson Carnes,
is running unopposed for a seat on the commission.
He stated an interest in promoting more transparency
between the University and the community, particularly in regard to construction endeavors.
Transparency is an admirable goal that we
wholeheartedly support. But Carnes lacked any
specifics as to what types of measures he would like
to see, and also failed to show a working knowledge of the ANC or vision as to how he planned to
represent his constituency.
One freshman on the Mount Vernon Campus,
Jevin Hodge, announced his candidacy for a slot to
serve on an ANC in Ward 3 that covers the Vern and
part of American University. He brings to the table an
impressive resume in public service. As a high school
student in Arizona, he participated in local government and wrote a piece of youth-focused legislation
that eventually made it to the governor’s desk.
But Hodge is only a freshman and has been to
only one ANC meeting in his district. At this stage,
he does not have a sufficient knowledge of GW, the
community or their relationship. It would be naive
to suggest that he is ready to represent community
members more than incumbent and longtime local
resident Penny Pagano, who has worked as the director of community and local government relations at
American University. Hodge shows promise, though,
and would be better suited to run for this position after he has spent more time learning about GW and
the community.
The ANC may seem like a trivial neighborhood
body that holds little importance in the lives of students.
But the outcome will affect the entire community, and
it's worth paying attention to this election season.
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Rechannel fundraising efforts

A

s you’re sitting on the couch
with your GW diploma hanging on the wall, the phone
rings. On the other end is an
excited freshman who updates you about
what has happened on campus since you
left years ago, and with a fellow Colonial
on the line, you talk about what the University was like back in 2012.
The conversation reaches a lull, and
the student pops a question.
“Would you be interested in contributing to the University?”
Well, would you?
Most don’t. I spent three months
working at Colonial Connection, the
University’s student call center, my
freshman year. Often I would work for
multiple hours and only speak to one
or two alumni. My starting salary was
$10.50, and sometimes I would earn
more money than I would bring in.
Many people would hang up after I
introduced myself, and most wouldn’t
even answer the phone in the first place.
GW graduates are becoming increasingly less likely to give back to
the University through cold call fundraising, according to recent data from
the Office of Development and Alumni
Relations. And the earnings of Colonial Connection have dropped 30 percent in the last year. Employing more
than 50 students for 20 hours every
week to make phone calls is a waste of
the University’s resources.
But online giving has increased by 75
percent, and cold calling is rapidly becoming an obsolete form of fundraising.
By cutting back on cold calling,
the University could alter its efforts in
connecting with the growing body of

Jacob
Garber
Columnist
250,000 alumni by expanding outreach
efforts to solicit funds online.
To retain student involvement in
fundraising, current Colonials could
help the Division of Development and
Alumni Relations create a stronger social media and web presence that caters
to younger alumni who may be more inclined to give online.
Sure, the callers who do reach
someone on the other end of the phone
can reel that alumnus in with stories
about their time on campus and how
much they love GW. But the reality is,
there is a dwindling number of individuals who even use landlines, which
likely consists mostly of older generations of alumni.
It is impractical to try to get all donors, especially those older generations,
to begin giving online. It might make
sense to maintain a small phone calling
operation specifically for elderly donors,
and to inform alumni of special events
that are happening on campus.
But if the University wants to connect with its alumni and raise money,
it needs to acknowledge that the efforts
of Colonial Connection would be better
applied elsewhere.
The alumni of the University are
changing, and the University needs to
change with them.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in
English, is a Hatchet columnist.
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Board of
Trustees: Keep
colleges separate

I

applied to GW because of the Elliott School
of International Affairs. I was tantalized by
promises of internships just steps from my
residence hall and connections that would
help me after I received a diploma.

Melissa Miller
Writer

But in its 10-year strategic plan draft, GW
threatens to do more harm than good to its prestigious individual colleges by proposing that students apply to the University as a whole.
Colleges like the Elliott School and the School
of Media and Public Affairs have established
themselves as standout programs that give students a head start in their field of study.
The 10-year strategic plan’s proposal is great
in theory. But in reality, it will make applying to
GW less appealing for those students who already know what they want to do in college.
Many students who apply to SMPA are
likely to also consider competitive journalism
programs like those at Northwestern and Syracuse universities. For these students, the school
is appealing because of its separate application, which allows them to declare their majors
and secure a spot in their chosen school ahead
of time. And without this fast track, students
might be turned off by GW.
Under the existing model, undecided students have plenty of time to make a decision, and
specialized programs allow passionate students
to focus on their interests from day one.
The administration has said the new admissions approach would allow more students to
double major. But if you’ve ever been to an information session at GW and heard the tour guides
introduce themselves, it’s clear that many GW
students already have several concentrations.
It’s pretty easy to double major, double minor
or have concentrations within or across schools.
Unless you are in a program with a more restrictive curriculum, like engineering, the potential
for fluidity already exists.
By having students apply to the University
as a whole, it seems GW is also hoping to level
the playing field for schools and departments.
Under the new system, the hope is that GW
would no longer be known for just a handful of
elite programs.
Northwestern, for example, is home to a
multitude of highly ranked colleges. A communications student can be confident that their degree is worth just as much as a chemistry major's
degree. Northwestern is a testament to the fact
that separate admissions systems can work – just
like they do now at GW – and that organizing the
University around separate colleges is not such
a bad idea.
To boost the University's ranking, the key
is to invest carefully in programs and research
without hurting other programs in the process.
The construction of the Science and Engineering
Hall is an example of a smart investment.
The University needs to bolster programs
outside of Elliott and SMPA, but in the process, it
shouldn’t detract from programs that are already
established and well regarded.
Before the Board of Trustees votes on the
plan in January, the administration needs to
rethink this change. They could be making a
big mistake.
–The writer is a sophomore majoring in
international affairs.
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Get off your

BOTTOM

Parks and Passages
Goethe-Institut
Through Nov. 2
Free

H

Wizards home opener
Verizon Center
Nov. 3
Tickets start at $10

'Sweeney Todd' hits the mainstage

from p. 1
with the stage and the audience being 50 to 60 feet away
and the lights on you, you’ve
got to be a little bit bigger with
things,” Noel said.
Senior Lizzy Marmon plays
Mrs. Lovett. She said excitement
for the show has been building
since she was cast in May.
Marmon's final moment
in the play – which reveals a
twist in her relationship with
Sweeney Todd – is one she
called daunting.
“My final moment is pretty
terrifying. Trying to tackle that
and what that desperation is,
is what I’ve most been faced
with,” Marmon said.
To portray her character,
Marmon said she pulled from
a number of sources, ultimately developing her own
Mrs. Lovett with a bubbly,
over-the-top take.
For both actors, this is the
first time they will be working
with such a complicated stage.
“Standing inside the cube
and having it go around and
hopping in and out of it is fun,
it’s like a tilt-a-whirl, but it’s
also a big piece of machinery
that we try to avoid not being
bowled over by. But I trust this
crew so much,” Marmon said.
Noel spends much of the
show atop the 12-foot, railingless cube. Though at first the
experience was intimidating,
he said he is now confident.
Premiering the day after
Halloween, the show is appropriately gory. Fake blood
and theatrical effects contribute to an ominous, gruesome atmosphere.
“It’s a good thing we’re
going up right after Halloween, “ Noel said. “I don’t think
anyone is going to go home
with nightmares about this,
but hopefully there will be
a bit of a moment when that
blood comes out that people
are going to be shocked by.”
Sweeney Todd runs Nov. 1
through Nov. 4 in the Dorothy
becky crowder | Senior staff photographer
Betts Marvin Theatre. u
'Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street' brings a moving set to the Marvin Center this weekend. The famous show has been adapted for film and Broadway.

Margaret Rajic | Hatchet photographer

Jerry Stenquist, keyboardist for Motion to Quash, will perform at The Rock N Roll Hotel Nov. 1 with
members of his band and the band Attractive Nuisance to raise money for the GW Law Revue show.

A lighter side
of law school
by karolina ramos
Contributing Editor
They say the happiest
musicians have day jobs.
Fifteen GW Law School
students will show off their
musical chops Thursday
at The Rock N Roll Hotel
to raise funds for the annual GW Law Revue show
in February, featuring performances that satirize the
rigorous workloads and
demanding schedules of the
typical law student.
Students from the bands
Motion to Quash and Attractive Nuisance will take
to the popular venue for
the third semester. Corey
Ershow, director of the production, called the Law Revue, a 30-year-old tradition,
a definitive experience.
“As early as orientation, [students] know what
the Law Revue is, they hear
that it’s great and we don’t
exactly have to pull teeth to
get people to participate,”
Ershow said.
The show’s scale has
increased in the last four
years – and it's gained inter-

net fame. It features a range
of acts, including musical
performances, videos and
comedy sketches. A video
sketch from the 2011 show
parodying Cee Lo Green’s
“Forget You” went viral and
now boasts over 540,000
views on YouTube.
Many students regard the
show as one of the most fun
experiences of law school, Ershow said. Within a year, he
said, the cast more than doubled from 40 to 84 participants.
Recruiting members for
the bands at first proved
challenging
for
Tsega
Bekele, saxophonist and
band liaison for Motion to
Quash, who had to convince
students with tight academic and work schedules to
add band rehearsal to their
list of responsibilities.
“People would say, ‘I’m
in law school, I don’t have
time for that,’ ” Bekele said.
“But we held an open jam
session to show people how
laid back it is. [Performing] counterbalances people
freaking out about studies.”
The bands have been
practicing for three weeks

in the basement of Ivory
Tower, wedging out time
in the evening to devise set
lists and rehearse.
Playing music is a cathartic outlet for these musiciansturned-law students, some of
whom, like Motion to Quash
keyboardist Jerry Stenquist,
have previously studied music and recorded albums.
“Life isn’t going to get
any less busy,” Stenquist
said. “You might as well enjoy it while you can.”
Members of Motion to
Quash and Attractive Nuisance will lend their musical expertise, directorial
skills and even their acting
skills to the February show,
crafting original satirical
songs and skits.
Both bands incorporate
an eclectic range of genres in
their set lists, from funk and
reggae-inspired classics to
radio-friendly hits by Coldplay and David Guetta.
“Ultimately, our audience is people who want to
drink and sing along. We
mix being musical while being accommodating to Top
40,” Bekele noted. u
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Sports Editor
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The number of women's soccer players
named to the A-10 all-rookie team after
Kristi Abbate earned the honor Wednesday.

men's golf | Kiawah classic

Men's golf team drives through Hurricane Sandy
by joshua soloman
Hatchet Reporter
The men's golf team
faced a different kind of
challenge in their final tournament of the season early
this week: returning to Foggy Bottom.
Hurricane Sandy interfered with plans, cancelling
flights and forcing the team
to take rental cars home.
But the Colonials played
their way to a 20th-place
finish, out of 26 teams, on
the windy golf course at the
Wendy’s Kiawah Classic.
They carded a three-day
score of 75-over-par 927 at
the par-71, 7,701-yard Turtle
Point Golf Course, gritting
through 25- to 30-mile-perhour winds in South Carolina
– making for a “very tough,
tough golf course," head
coach Terry Shaffer said.
“The greens were pretty fast,” Shaffer said. “The
wind actually affected the
roll of the ball, which was
kind of unusual.”
Not only did the ball
break the wrong way at
times, but the Colonials' long
game took a hit with the
wind knocking down many
drives before they could sail
to their desired locations.
But despite the multiple
challenges, Shaffer said he
thought the Colonials still
played fairly well.
“We struck the ball well,
we got to work on our short
game a little bit, get things
down and get things moved
in the position we want,”
Shaffer said.
Sophomore Jack Persons
has presented the best performance for GW throughout the fall season, and he
did not disappoint at the
Kiawah Classic, shooting an
11-over 224 throughout the
three days of competition
to finish in a tie for 28th in
a field of over 130 golfers.
Persons credited his success

PHOTO courtesy of athletics communications

Sophomore Jack Persons watches his drive fly down the course earlier this season. Persons paced GW throughout the fall, including this week at the Kiawah Classic. He came in 28th overall.

in the inclement conditions
to his “solid short game,”
adding that it helped him
play through the challenging drives.
His best round came on
Monday, when he carded a
second round score of 1-under 70. The standout sophomore finished with back-toback bogies, but he still led

the team and moved himself
up to a tie for 14th at the end
of the second round, before
a 7-over 78 in round three
cemented his final rank.
“I wedged that round
with a couple of pretty mediocre rounds. I kind of let
the wind get to me overall. I
know I could have played a
lot better, but it’s something

that I look forward to in the
spring,” Persons said.
The spring season starts
in February for the team,
and following its five-tournament fall season, the Colonials are looking forward
to defending their conference championship.
The fall season didn’t
display the sort of domi-

nance fans may have expected from reigning league
champions, but Shaffer isn’t
discouraged. It gave the
team a chance to realize –
and correct – its own weaknesses before the A-10 season begins, the head coach
said.
Persons agreed, adding
that the frustration of the

fall gives GW an added edge
heading into spring play.
“There were a lot of
poor performances, and it’s
something to say that we
have a chip on our shoulders now and we can go out
and play better in the spring
and prove that the conference championship wasn’t
a fluke,” Persons said. u
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GWorld Merchants &
Super Saver Coupons
Every Monday - The GW Hatchet
Use your GWorld at these locations or cut out the appropriate coupon and save on
purchases from area businesses.

JOBS
Harry's Bar, a
downtown American
Restaurant is
seeking part time
servers. Must be

available for evening
and weekend shifts.
No prior experience
required. Apply in
person at 436 11th
Street, NW. One
block from Metro
Center.

GWorld Merchants
TO BE INCLUDED
IN THIS SPECIAL
PROMOTION, CONTACT
YOUR SALES REP OR
CALL (202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR
MERCHANTS PAGE:
Prior Thursday, 4pm

Call NOW!! Limited Number
of Participants
- Call NOW!!
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